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as a standard instrument for 

added 

DESCRIPTION. 

1. An axis of the solar 
attachment; the ""H'~l"JV" 
mounted on a vertical 

2. The vertical limb is mounted on a horizontal axis and has a latitude 
arc in its vertical 

3. A mirror at the OhlPPtlVP end of the c'm~"";<JU" with an axis normal 
to the line of collimation, and an arm to a declination arc. 

4. An hour circle on the tel~3SC()pe mounted normal to the line of colli-
mation. 

5. A set of POlIHI.T."""".1 to the axis of the reflector. 
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4 THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 

arc is in a vertical 
determination may made of the correctness of 

of this arc. 

has been a tedious process, one 
to the test of months 

In the 

as 
VU'~HF'V of 10° in the sun's U""J~H""" 

are made in one-half space, i. e. an interval of 10° on the arc 



THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 5 

on the foot posta, 
adjustment ''''''"'5"oU<04 

4. The thl·",,··nnmt. 

one !!ide 

parts. 

U'''W>I}"'U atand-

may be tested with a 

underneath the latitude 
much greater 

7. Sllitable capstan nuta have been at one end of the telescope to 
for ita proper adjustment with respect to the axis of the latitude arc. 

u..<a'~'''''''''U5 devices have been on the latitude and declination 
arca, verniers, and tangent motions. 

9. The mirror may be swung around to direct the 
telescope. -

10. Absolute freedom of motion of the various 
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THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 

ADJUSTlIIIENTS. 

",tlmO"nt" of the solar attachment be "V''''H~-

to the axis of the reflector. 
tel,esc,ope must lie in its IDle axis. 

""""'''''1''', must be normal to the 
axis of the latitude arc, describe a true vertical 
said vertical must be to the vertical 

4. The latitude arc should read zero when the 
5. The declination arc should at all times read the tnle 

the refraction in 
6. The hour 

distance. 
should read the sun's apparent time. 

are two or more methods 
those stated 

are 

a VIew 

on a distant 
12 hours in hour 

tAI,ell",1nA is horizontal. 
of the BUn 



THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 7 

3. The polar axis.-Carefully level the transit and then sight the 
main telescope to the distant point and clamp the instrument; sight 
toward the same point with the auxiliary telescope, and place tho strid-

FIG. I.-The solar transit !IS it appears in use. 

ing level on the latitude axis. (See fig. 2.) The striding level should 
be reversed to see if there is any error in the level itself, and if so 
take the mean position for the true indication of the level. If the 
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8 THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 

latitude axis is not horizontal it may be made so by adjusting the 
lower pair of capstan nuts on the base frame of the solar attach
ment. If the line of sight of the auxiliary telescope is not parallel 

FIG. 2.-Direct sighting through the auxiliary telescope, with the mirror swung to a central position, 
and showing the striding level on the latitude axis. 

to that of the main telescope it may be made parallel by means of 
the left-hand upper pair of capst.an nuts on the base frame of the 
solar. After fulfilling the foregoing conditions turn the transit 1800 
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THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 9 

in azimut.h and reverse both telescopes so as to sight again to the 
·same distant object, setting the main telescope upon the object. (See 
fig 3.) If the auxiliary telescope does not again sight upon the distant 

FIG. 3.-The auxiliary telescope in reversed position. 

object, one-half the error is due to its line of sight not being at right 
angles to the axis of the latitude arc. Take up one-half of the amount 
of the error by means of the pair of capstan nuts at one end of th~ . 
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THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 

,,"fl'-"'''''' may be to read zero, or the ,!1;H'""eor."o 

from zero may be carried as an index error. 
5. The declination minutes before 

set the in the Set 

two screws 
!u\):;enu,U! the screws the vernier may be shifted 

for noon of that 
This test should 

some III 

of as much as 30" 

nat.ion arc. 



THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 11 

6. The hour circle.-A few minutes before apparent noon set the 
instrument in the established meridian. Level the transit and clamp 
the instrument with the main telescope in the meridian and elevated 

FIG. 4·.-The striding level on the auxiliary telescope. 

to the sun's altitude. Set your watch to read 12 o'clock as the 
sun's center crosses the vertical wire of the main telescope. At any 
convenient time thereafter set off the proper readings on the latit.ude 
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THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 

USE OF THE SOLAR ATTACBJIIENT. 



THE IMPROVED SOLAR ATTACHMENT. 13 

second instance the refractions are great, more or less uncertain, and 
changing rapidly. 

The-latitude of the station should always be determined with great 
care. Altogether too many maps are unreliable in this respect. If 
th~ latitude has been determined by competent observers, well and 
good, it may be free from error, but the direct altitude observation 
upon the sun for latitude is so simple and the reduction so easy 
that every operator of a solar transit should make it a practice to 
accomplish direct observations on the sun for latitude on as many 
successive days as may be necessary to give him a reliable' deter
mination of the true ltttitude of any unknown station. 

When the solar attachment has been put in good adjustment it 
is proper to test it frequently on a true meridian established by 
Polaris observation. The test consists merely in determining a 
meridian with the solar and comparing this indication with the 
true meridian established by other reliable method. The test should 
be repeated in a. m. and p. m. hours at frequent intervals, and the 
noon observation should most certainly be taken every day that the 
solar is used. 

It is vastly more difficult to accomplish the adjustments of the 
older models of the Smith solar attachment, owing to inferior details 
of design, but in all of the various types of construction the funda
mental principles are the same, and operators of older models may 
generally determine by individual study of instruments how to 
accomplish the successive steps in the adjustments of any model 
of the Smith solar attachment in harmony with the method herein 
outlined. 
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